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(C. 294-63) 18 Clains. 

This invention relates to a brick grab and 
more particularly to a means for transporting 
a plurality of bricks arranged in a stack from 
one position to another. 
An object of the invention is the provision, in 

a brick grab, of a means to be associated with 
a lowermost course of bricks of a stack, the 
means being responsive to fluid pressure con 
trolled by movement of the means toward and 
away from one another so that the brick stack 
may be firmly held therebetween. 
Another object of the invention is the provi 

Sion, in a brick grab, of a means adapted to emi 
brace a Stack of bricks, the means being respon 
sive to fuid pressure and capable of applying 
equal preSSre throughout the lowermost course 
of bricks of the stack irrespective of the trans 
verse or longitudinal alignment or misalignment 
of the biricks forming the lowermost course. 
Another object of the invention is the provi- 2 

sion, in a brick grab, of a means adjacent one 
end of the grab adapted to firmly embrace a 
Stack of bricks and a bale means so arranged and 
constructed that the center line of pull tending 
to lift the brick grab will shift to substantially : 
coincide with the center line of mass of a load 
ed or empty brick grab. 
These and other objects of the invention will 

become apparent from the succeeding description 
considered together with the accompanying draw- : 
ings, the latter of which disclose an exemplified 
form of the invention and wherein: 

Figure 1 is a side elevational view of a brick 
grab einibodying the present invention. 

Figure 2 is a plan view of the brick grab of 
Figure 1 with a portion thereof removed to more 
clearly illustrate the invention. 

Figure 3 is an end elevational view of the 
brick grah illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. 

Figure 4 is a sectional view taken along the 
lines 6-4 of Figure 1, looking in the direction 
Of the arrows. 

Figure 5 is a Sectional view taken along the 
lines 5-5 of Figure 1, looking in the direction 
of the arrows. 

Figure 6 is a sectional view taken along the 
lines 6-6 of Figure 1, looking in the direction 
of the arrows. 
Figure 7 is a sectional view taken along the 

lines - of Figure i, looking in the direction of 
the arrows. 

Figure 8 is a side elevational view of an ele 
ment or tube employed in the brick grab. 

figure 9 is a side elevational view of a plu 
rality of bricks arranged in a desired relation and . 
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considered best suitable for association with the 
brick grab of the invention. 
Figure 10 is an end elevational view of the plu 

rality of bricks illustrated in Figure 9. 
Figure 11 is a slight modification of the struc 

ture illustrated. 
Referring now in detail to Figures 1 through 

10 of the drawings wherein like reference chair 
acters designate like parts, the numeral indi 
cates generally a brick grab illustrative of the 
present invention. The brick grab comprises a 
frame member or Superstructure 2 formed, in 
part by coextensive vertical walls 3 each Spaced 
a predetermined distance from the longitudinal 
center line of the brick grab and extending lon 
gitudinally from adjacent the transverse center 
line of the brick grab to an extremity thereof. 
Disposed transversely of the frame is a vertically 
directed end plate 4 secured to the walls 3 by 
any of the well known methods and forming a 
bearing or abutment face which will limit the 
movement of the brick grab relative to a plu 
rality of bricks arranged in superimposed courses 
and designated generally by the reference char 
acter 5. Extending transversely of the brick 
grab are substantially horizontal angle irons S 
Spaced longitudinally and facing one another. 
That is to say, the angle irons have substantially 
horizontal legs directed toward one another 
and vertical reinforcing legs 3. 
Movably associated with the frame are trans 

versely spaced movable elements or plates 9 in 
Subjacent relation to the angle irons and Sup 
ported by the frame through Suitably positioned 
or arranged clips which are secured to the 
plates in any approved manner and have offset 
portions overlying and bearing against the 
horizontal legs 3 of the angle irons. The clip 
offset portions and the portions of the plates in 
mediately therebeneath present guideways ac 
conmodating the occupying portions of the angle 
irons, and by reason of this arrangement the 
plates may be moved toward and away from One 
another within a predetermined range of move 
ment. Forming a part of the elements 9 are 
jaWS or aims 2 extending horizontally and out 
wardly from the frame beyond the end plate 4. 
The jaws, Spaced transversely of the brick grab 
and positioned adjacent the lower extremity 
thereof, are arranged to lie in the horizontal 
plane of a lowermost course of bricks 3 of the 
Stack 5 So as to be capable of embracing and 
bearing against the said course. Each jaw or 
a.in desirably conpirises extensions. A channel 
Shaped in Vertical croSS-Section and opening or 



2 
facing inwardly of the stack of bricks. Each 
extension desirably has a portion underlying and 
secured to the associated plate 9 so that upon a 
transverse movement of the plates the arms or 
jaws will move correspondingly. 

Forning brick engaging means are preSSUre Or 
baaring blocks 5, a plurality of Which are aSSO 
ciated With each arm. As will be noted by 
referring particularly to Figures 2, 9 and 10, the 
bricks forming the lowermost course 3 of the 
stack are disposed on their ends With the broad 
est sides thereof facing laterally of the stack so 
as to present their greatest face for engagement 
by the arms. In this manner, therefore, an ap 
preciable or greatest possible bearing area, is ar 
ranged between the bricks and the preSSure 
blocks. The bearing blocks are positioned in 
close proximity of one another along the exten 
sion portion positioned outwardly of the frame 
from the end plate 4 to be arranged in order 
that each bearing block may engage an aSSO 
ciated brick. The bearing or pressure blocks are 
independently movable with respect to the ex 
tensions, and by reason of this arrangement the 
bearing blocks may be moved to react against 
the bricks and adjust themselves With full Sur 
face bearing relation. With the bricks, irrespec 
tive of their longitudinal or transverse align 
ment or misalignment. This is most clearly ill 
lustrated in Figure 2 of the drawings to Which 
attention is directed. To carry out the above 
each pressure block, being of a height to fit 
within the channeled arm, is provided With guide 
ways or recesses 6 in its upper and lower face 
Which accomraodate or receive studs or prongS 
is facing one another, the studs taking the form 
of a particularly shaped bolt or threaded pin and 
being Secured and removably fastened in the 
channel extension, presenting pivotal connections 
about which the blocks may rotate in an adjust 
able manner to accommodate the particular dis 
position of the brick face With which it is en 
gaged. 

Interposed betWeen each arrangement of pres 
Sure block and extension and located Substan 
tially entirely within the confines of each chan 
nel, With its major portion outwardly of the plane 
of the end plate i, is a collapsible tube 8 formed 
of rubber or any other analogous material and 
adapted to react against the bearing blocks to : 
urge them OutWardly of the extension toward 
the stack of bricks. The tube desirably bears 
against a cylindrical convex surface 9 of a filler 
Strip. 22 Secured to the extension and a cylin 
drical Concave surface 2 forming an inner face 
of each pressure block So that it may direct forces 
radially through the pressure block, and in that 
lane eXert equal pressure throughout the en 

tire height of each block. This will also result 
in the pressure blocks exerting a constant force 
against the engaged bricks throughout their 
height and thereby prevent subjecting a limited 
Or restricted portion of the bricks to compressive 
force. The tubes have their ends closed in any 
approved Inanner, Sugh as by the illustrated bolts 
22 which seal the extremities of the tubes and 
render them leak-proof. 
The movable elements 9 have, adjacent their 

extremities removed from the pressure blocks, 
Vertically and longitudinally disposed abutment 
members 23 which are securely fastened to the 
plates 9 and Spaced apart a desired distance on 
each Side of the longitudinal center line of the 
brick grab. Positioned between the abutment 
members 3 is a cylinder or casing 23a formed 

O 
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of fiexible material, such as a rubber compound 
or any other analogous material, So that its shape 
may vary dependent upon the forces to which it 
is subjected. The cylinder, like the previously 
recited tubes, is leak-proof, and to be made Such 
it is suggested that the extrenities thereof be 
provided with a filler 24 and transversely extend 
ing bots 25. Positioned adjacent an inner eX 
tremity of the cylinder is a suitable cross-shaped 
fitting 26 which communicates With the interior 
of the cylinder and has conduits or hoses 27 
leading therefron in direct communication. With 
the tubes 8. The cylinder, hoses and tubes are 
charged with a predetermined degree of fluid 
pressure through a suitable Valve 28 So that the 
cylinder Will bear against the abutment members 
23 and the tubes will retain the pressure blocks 
in extruded position, as illustrated in Figure 6, 
or transmit forces through the blocks When the 
latter are in engagement with associated bricks, 
as illustrated in Figures 2, 5 or 7. Accordingly, 
it will be observed that When the novable ele 
ments 9 are urged toward one another to bring 
the arms and particularly the pressure block por 
tions thereof into intimate contact with the bricks 
23, the abutment plates 23 Will also be drawn 
together to compress the cylinder and force the 
fiuid pressure therefrom through the hoses 27 
and into the tubes 8 to increase the fluid pres 
Sure therein. When, therefore, the fluid pressure 
is increased Within the tubes this added pressure 
will react through the blocks against the lower 
Inost course of bricks to firmly secure them be 
tWeen the arms and facilitate transporting the 
Stack from One position to another. 
Means has been provided to impart motion to 

the movable elements and to maintain them in 
a predetermined position, Illustrative of this last 
named means is a longitudinally disposed shaft 
29 positioned on the longitudinal center line of 
the brick grab adjacent the lower portion there 
of and Supported by a casing 30 forming a part 
of the frame or superstructure. Mounted upon 
the Shaft which may be journaled in suitable 
bearings 3 are spaced Worm gears 32 formed 
With right-hand and left-hand threads. That is 
to say, the gears have oppositely directed threads, 
One gear being provided with left-hand threads 
and the other gear having threads turned right 
hand, the purpose for this being to eliminate 
longitudinal thrusts being transmitted to the 
shaft. When the shaft is rotating in one direc 
tion the forces created in the shaft will be of a 
Compressive character, while during the opposite 
rotation of the shaft the forces therein Will be 
of a tensional character. This eliminates the 
necessity of providing end bearings or especially 
designed collars to compensate for shaft end 
thrusts since the latter are not created in the 
Shaft. In meshed relation with the worm gears 
'are aSSociated Subjacent gears 33 threaded to 
Correspond With the threads of the related worm 
gears. The gears 33 are keyed to intermediate 
portions of parallel transversely extending shafts 
or Screws 34 which are encircled by suitable bear 
ings 35 Secured to the casing 30 in any approved 
nanner. The respective ends of the shafts 34 
aire Oppositely threaded, as at 36, and as such 
are rotatively associated with nuts or interiorly 
threaded shoes 37, the latter of which are se 
Curely fastened to the underside of the plates 9 
aid nowable therewith. 

From the preceding it will be observed that 
Upon rotation of the shaft 29 in a clockwise di 
rection the Screws will rotate in a direction in 
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Wardly or toward one another and the plates 9, 
together with their associated structure, Will be 
urged a Way from one another or laterally out 
Wardly, of the brick grab. A reversal of move 
ment of the shaft 23 will result in an approach 
ing movement of the plates 9 and their associ 
ated structure. 
A driving means has also been provided to in 

part motion to the shaft 29 and its connected 
elements. The driving means in the instant ap 
plication is exemplified by a motor 33, preferably 
of the reversible type, which is supported in an 
elevated position between the vertical Walls 3 by 
a horizontal bed plate 39 and Supplied with elec 
trical energy from any desired source. Suitably 
keyed to the cylinder adjacent extremity of the 
shaft 29 is a grooved pulley & which is con 
nected to a smaller grooved wheel 4 rigidly se 
cured to an extremity of the motor shaft by 
means of a belt 2. Any movement of the notor 
Will be transmitted immediately to the pulley is 
to impart notion to the shaft 23 and simulta 
reously to the jaws or arms through the medium 
of the intervening eleinents hereinabove de 
Scribed. 
So as to linit the tra: Sverse movesent of the 

arms toward Or away from one another an au 
tomatic motoi control has been provided, and 
accoidingly a brace or channeled gusset A3 is 
Secured to either of the Walls 3. Within and Se- : 
Cuired to this brace is a diaphragm is capable of 
Varying internally and responsive to fluid pres 
Stre. The left side of the diaphragm, when con 
sidering the illustration of Figure 4, is in direct, 
continunication with the cross-shaped fitting 2S 
and the cylinder by means of a suitable conduit 
Or hose 5 so that when the fuid pressure is 
forced fron the cylinder the fuid pressure es 
caping from the cylinder will actuate the dia 
phragm causing it to expand internally. A 
plunger 66, guidingly supported by and slidably 
asSociated with the brace, extends to Within the 
diaphragm and, upon an internal expansion 
thereof, is urged outwardly or projected through 
the brace. A suitable shoulder A is provided on 
the plunger outwardly of the brace to limit or 
arrest the novement of the plunger inwardly 
of the diaphragm. An abuttent i3 is formed 
intermediate the extremities of the plunger to 
foI'm a ledge against which a coil or compression 
Spiring reacts to return a projected or ex 
tTuded plunger to normal or retracted position 
Upon an adequate reduction of the fluid pressure 
within the diaphragm. 

In advance of the free extrerinity of the plunge 
and in direct aligninent therewith is an operat 
ing ever pivotally contected intern ediate its 
ends to a suitable support extending from the 
brace f3. A contact switch 52, in Wired corn 
munication with the motor, is positioned between 
the lever support and the ever and movale with 
thie latter so that when the lever is noved to 
the extreme left, as viewed in figure 4 which 
is herein considered a forward position, the no 
to is actuated in one direction by reason of 
contact made in the Switch and electrical energy 
is supplied thereto. This forward positioning of 
the lever results in the arms being drawn toward 
one another, expelling the fluid pressure from 
the cylinder and urging the plunger outwardly 
from the diaphragm. When the arms have been 
moved toward one another a, predetermined dis 
tance the fluid pressure acting upon the dia 
phragm will result in the plunger contacting the 
lever and moving it to a Wertical or neutral po 
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sition, which breaks the circuit in the Switch and 
Cuts the electrical energy from the notor. A 
manual inoVement of the lever in an opposite or 
reverse direction, indicated diagrammatically in 
Figure 4 as disposed to the extreme right, the 
movement of the notor is reversed to force the 
arms apart out of contact with a stack of bricks. 
The separating movement of the arms is also 
automatically arrested, and this is effected by 
a toggle arrangement comprising a finger lever 
53 pivotally connected intermediate its ends to 
One. Of the angle irons 6 and having one or an 
Uper extrenity thereof connected to an ad 
jacent extremity of the lever 59 by means of a 
link 5. The finger lever 53 has its lower ex 
trennity 55 positioned in the horizontal path of 
One of the abutinent members, and by reason of 
this arrangement the said abutment member, 
Upon Separation of the arms, Will engage the fin 
ger lever extremity 55 to actuate the lever 5 
and return it to normal or vertical position wheir 
the electrical current will be broken to stop the 
motor movement, 
The brick grab is one of a type adapted to be 

transported from one position to another by any 
Suitable crane means, and for the accommoda 
tion of the transporting means the was 3 are, 
adjaceint their upper extremities, connected by 
an axle SS. Jornaled on the axle intermediate 
its ends is a longitudinal normally horizontal 
bean the outer extremity 58 of which over 
hangs the stack of bricks outwardly of the frame 
a Way for the end wall . Formed in the Outer 
eXtremity of the beam is a track or raceway 59 
in Which a roller i may travel from an inter. 
ediate portion of the beam to the extreme Outer 

eXtreinity thereof. Secured to the roller is a 
Vertically disposed clasp 6 , desirably inverted 
J-shape in elevation, having an eyelet, 6 a up 
Standing therefron and to which a hook (not 
SiOWI) or any other instrument of a crane may 
be releasably attached. The other or inner ex 
tiernity $2 of the bean is held resiliantly in a 
predetermined elevated position by means of a 
plurality of resilient plates forming a leaf Spring 
63 which is anchored or firmly secured to a Spring 
seat 4 extending between and attached to the 
Vertical Walls 3 at a position below the axle 55. 
Spaced in mediately beneath the free or beam 
engaging extremity of the leaf spring is pro 
vided a standard or support S.5 which, upon piv 
otal movement of the beam, may be engaged by 
the Spring to limit or stop the movement of the 
bearin in a clockwise direction. Extending down 
Wardly from the bean intermediate its pivotal 
connection and the inner extremity 62 is an an 
chor S to which a tension Spring ST has an end 
thereof attached. The other extreinity of the 
tension spiring is connected to the clasp at a 
position adjacent the role, and by naeans of this 
arrangenlein, the cas; and its associated Struc 
ture is norinally or resiliently retained in a po 
Sition adjaceit, the bean pivotal connection O' 
internadiate the ends Of the bear). 
For the above and considering particularly 

Figure of the drawings, it will be observed that 
When a... eInpty brick grab is lifted fron the 

it: )d the clasp will be positioned adjacent the 
C612tel of the bean), as shown in ft lines, and 
accordingly the center line of pull or force 
throigh the eyelet will coincide sistantially 
With the center line of Giass of the empty brick 
grah to retain the jaws horizontai at all times 
and adapted to be associated With a stack of 
bricks Without disturbing the arranged bricks, 

8. 
  



4. 
When the brick grab is loaded and pulling or 
lifting forces are exerted through the eyelet the 
bearin is tilted or inclined because the increase in 
forces resulting from the bricks overcomes the 
Spings 63, and the clasp and its associated Struc 
ture nove to the outer extremity 5f of the beam 
also because of the increase in Weight of the 
entire structure overcoming the foice of the ten 
sion spring $7. This clasp shifting from the 
center to the Outer extremity of the beam will 
result, in the center of pull through the eyelet 
Substantially coinciding with the center line of 
mass of the loaded brick grab, and because of 
this the jaws will remain Substantially horizontal 
to perinit a stack of bricks to be deposited upon 
the ground without disturbing the arrangement 
of the bricks. 
Some thought has been given to encasing the 

cylinder of the previously described structure so 
that upon compression thereof it nay, if the 
material by which it is formed permits, not 
bulge to defeat the purpose and intention 
thereof. Accordingly, reference is directed to 
Figure 11 whereby there is disclosed a slight 
modification in the form of abutment raembers 2: 
23b of slightly greater height than the abutment 
nenbers 23 of the previously described Structure. 
Secured to the abutinent meinbers are Lipper 
and lower overlapping pairs of retaining plates 
68 which, together With the abutinent nenbers 
23b, form an enclosure S9 for an encased cylinder 
230. The upper pair of retaining plates is Slit 
ably slotted to accommodate a fitting 26 a cor 
responding to the cross-shaped fitting 26 of the 
previously described disclosure. In this maniher, 3 
therefore, if the material forming the cylinder 
is extremely flexible upon an approaching nove 
ment of the abutment members 23b the cylinder 
Will, by reason of the retaining plates, be pre 
vented from bulging and will accordingly be : 
compressed to force the fluid pressure therefron. 
From the above it Will be noted that various 

alterations and changes may be inade to the 
disclosed and described Structure Without de 
parting from Within the spirit and scope of the 
appended claims. 
I Cairn: 
1. In a brick grab, in combination, a fiane, 

JeanS including Spaced anns nowably associated 
With Said frame, rotatable elements connecting 
Said first named means and frame for moving 
said arms to Ward or a Way from One another, 
drivig eans Supported by Said frame and op 
eratively connected to said rotatable elements, 
GXpansible means Within Said arms, and a cylin 
der interposed between said first named means 
and in connunication. With Said expansible 
reans, whereby upon actuation of said driving 
means said arms will be drawn together to emi 
brace a stack of bricks and Said first named 
Eneans Will compreSS Said cylinder to increase 
the preSSL'e Within said expansible means. 

2. In a brick grab, in combination, a frame, 
means including Spaced arms movably associ. 
ated With said frame, a plurality of relatively 
In OVable blocks connected slidably to said arms, 
movable elements connecting said first named 
means for moving said arms toward or away 
from one another, driving means supported by 
Said frame and operatively connected to said 
movable elements, a tube within each arm re 
acting against Said pressure blocks, a cylinder 
interposed between said first named means and 
in communication. With said tubes, fiuid pressure 
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actuation of said driving means Said aims will 
be moved toward one another to embrace a stack 
of bricks and compress said cylinder to thereby 
increase the pressure against Said blockS. 

3. In a brick grab, in combination, a fraine, 
means including Spaced arms movably aSSoci 
ated with said frame, rotatable elements con 
necting said first named means and frarine for 
moving said arms to Ward or a Way from One 
another, driving means Supported by said frame 
and operatively connected to said rotatable ele 
ments, eXpansible means Within Said arES, a 
cylinder interposed between said first named 
means and in communication. With said expan 
sible means, whereby upon actuation of Said 
driving means said arms will be dra Wn together 
to embrace a stack of brickS and compress Said 
cylinder to increase the pressure within Said 
expansible means, and means responsive to the 
pressure within said cylinder for Controlling 
said diriving nearns. 

4. In a brick grab, in COinaination, a fraine, 
means including spaced arms movably aSSociated 
with said frame, movable elements connecting 
said first named means for moving said arms 
toward or away from One another, driving means 
Supported by said frarine and Operatively con 
nected to said movable elements, expansible means 
Within said arms, a cylinder interposed between 
said first named means and in communication 
with said expansible means, whereby upon actu 
ation of said driving means said arms Will be 
urged apart out of embracing engagement With a 
stack of bricks and thereby decreasing the pres 
Sure within said cylinder and expansible means, 
and link means associated with said driving 
means and adapted to be engaged by said first 
named means for arresting movement of Said 
driving means. 

5. In a brick grab, in combination, a fraine, 
means including spaced arms slidably connected 
to said frame, a plurality of relatively movable 
blocks connected to each of Said arms, movable 
elements connecting said first named means for 
moving said arms toward or away from One an 
other, driving means supported by said frare 
and connected to said movable elements, a tube 
subjected to fiuid pressure interposed between 
each arm and its associated blocks, a fuid pres 
sure cylinder arranged between and embraced 
by said first named means, said cylinder being 
in communication with said tubes Whereupon. On 
actuation of said driving means Said Cylinder 
will be subjected to compressive forces to urge 
fluid pressure into said tubeS. 

6. In a brick grab, in combination, a frame, 
means including horizontally Spaced arms 
adapted to overiie and contact a lowermost 
course of bricks of a stack, said first named 
means being slidably connected to said frame, a 
plurality of blocks connected movably to Said 
arms, driven means connecting said first named 
means and adapted to move said artiis horizon 
tally toward or away from one another, a flexible 
tube associated with each arm and reacting 
against said blocks, a cylinder interposed be 
tween said first named means and in combina 
tion. With each of Said flexible tubes, Said Cylin 
der and tubes being Subjected to fluid pressure 
So that upon noverinent of said driven means said 
cylinder Will be constricted and thereby build 
up the fluid pressure in Said tubes, and a hori 
ZOntally disposed elevating nechanisin pivotally 
Secured to Said frame, said elevating mechanism 

Within said tubes and cylinder whereby upon 5 having a portion thereof capable of shifting so 
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that said portion may be positioned adjacent the 
center of mass of either a loaded or empty brick 
grab. 

7. In a brick grab, in combination, a frame, 
means including horizontally Spaced means 
adapted to overiie and contact a lowermost 
course of bricks of a stack, said first named be 
ing slidably connected to said frame, actuating 
means for moving said horizontally Spaced means 
toward and away from one another, connected 
flexible means Within Said horizontally Spaced 
means and interposed between said first named 
means, fluid pressure Within Said flexible means 
So that upon an approaching movement of Said 
arms said lowermost course of bricks Will be sub 
jected to compressive forces, an elevating mecha 
nism aSSOciated With said frame and comprising 
a normally horizontal beam pivotally connected 
to Said frame, a shiftable attaching member con 
nected to said beam, and resilient means con 
necting Said beam and attaching member for 
retaining said attaching member in a predeter 
mined position. - 

8. In a brick grab, in combination, a frame, 
means including Spaced jaws extending from 
One side of Said frame and adapted to embrace 
a lowermost course of bricks of a stack, resilient 
means Within Said jaws responsive to fluid pres 
Sure and adapted to react against said lower 
most course of bricks, an elevating means asso 
ciated. With Said frame and comprising a nor 
mally horizontal beam pivotally secured to said 
frame, a shiftable attaching means connected to 
Said beam and maintained by spring means in 
normal position adjacent the center of the beam : 
when said brick grab is empty, and a spring in 
terposed between said frame and an extremity 
of Said beam for maintaining said beam in a 
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predetermined position when said brick grab is 
empty. 

9. In a brick grab, in combination, a frame, 
means including spaced jaWS extending from 
one side of said frame and adapted to embrace 
a lowermost course of bricks of a stack, resilient 
means Within said jaws responsive to fluid pres 
sure and adapted to react against said lowermost 
course of bricks, an elevating means pivotally 
connected to said frame and comprising a shift 
able attaching means, said elevating means and 
attaching means being SO constructed and ar 
ranged that the line of a lifting force applied 
to Said attaching means Will Substantially coin 
cide with the center line of mass When the brick 
grab is empty and loaded. 

10. In a brick grab, in combination, a frame, 
ineains including Spaced jaws extending from 
One side of Said frame and adapted to embrace 
a lowermost course of bricks of a stack, resilient 
means within said jaws responsive to fluid pres 
Sure and adapted to react against said lower 
most course of bricks, an elevating means associ 
ated With said frame and comprising a normally 
horizontal beam pivotally secured to said frame, 
shiftable attaching means connected to said 
beam and maintained by Spring means in a nor 
mal position adjacent the center of the beam 
When said brick grab is empty, a spring inter 
posed between said frame and an extremity of 
Said beam for maintaining said beam in a pre 
determined position when said brick grab is 
empty, and a standard Spaced beneath said beam 
extremity for limiting pivotal movement of said 
beam when said brick grab is loaded and being 
elevated through. Said attaching means. 
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